A new method of grading malignancy of prostate carcinoma using quantitative microscopic nuclear features.
A morphometrical assessment of nuclear features and a DNA study were performed on prostate tissue specimens from 33 patients with prostate carcinoma using an image analysing computer. Six nuclear geometric variables were measured and their mean, standard deviation (SD) and standard error (SE) were calculated for each case. The data on nuclear DNA content obtained by static cytometry were processed using an algorithm which provided a DNA grade of malignancy (DNA MG). Using the stepwise multiple regression, we found a significant correlation (p less than 0.01) between the DNA MG, chosen as the dependent variable in the statistical model, and the following nuclear features in decreasing order of importance: area SD, convex perimeter SE, and the mean of maximum diameter. From the correlation coefficients of the variables an equation was built up which provided a geometric nuclear grade of malignancy (GNMG) on a morphometrical basis more closely related to the clinical stage of the tumour (r = 0.75) than the visually assessed histological grade (r = 0.68) based on the Gleason score. This new method of grading malignancy allows an objective and quantitative evaluation to be made of the biological behaviour of the tumour, as measured by the patient's clinical stage.